Please provide all dimensions requested below to help us quickly identify your light covers:

DROP DIFFUSER

- Side A (Flange to Flange) ____________
- Side B (Drop Size) ____________
- Side C (Depth) ____________
- Side D (Flange to Flange) ____________
- Side E (Depth) ____________

Describe the material it is made of (i.e. White Matte finish or Clear Prismatic pattern)

__________

QUANTITY NEEDED

__________

Other Comments:

__________

Fax this worksheet to the office nearest you or email info@lpsouthonline.com for a fast quote.

Clearwater Fax: 727-446-2451 | Orlando Fax: 407-398-1003 | Atlanta Fax: 404-355-6428

LIGHTING PLASTICS SOUTH

Clearwater: 800-587-3310 | Orlando: 800-682-4197 | Atlanta: 800-548-9101

www.lpsouthonline.com